Appendix 2: Strings used to identify party mentions
To identify messages referring to political parties we searched the original data set for occurrences of party names in messages be it through keywords or hashtags. The following list covers the spelling variations of party names we counted as mentions of specific parties irrespective of capitalization. CDU: cdu, cducsu; SPD: spd; Die LINKE: die_linke, dielinke, linke, linken, linkspartei; Bündnis 90/Die Grünen: buendnis90, bündnis90, bündnis90diegrünen, bündnis90grüne, bündnisgrüne, bündnisgrünen, die_gruenen, die_grünen, diegrünen, gruene, grüne, grünen, gruenen; CSU: csu; FDP: fdp; AfD: afd; Piratenpartei: piraten, piratenpartei.
Appendix 3: Sentiment Analysis
As described in our paper, we used three approaches to the classification and analysis of sentiment contained in tweets mentioning political parties. First, we had one percent of original tweets-no retweets-mentioning a political party hand coded for negative, neutral, or positive sentiment towards the mentioned party. Second, we used an automated approach for the detection of sentiment (Hopkins & King 2010) . Third, we analyzed messages posted by users containing hashtags explicitly supporting or critiquing a party (e.g. #cdu+ or #cdu-). Here we provide background information to the first two approaches. 1) In a first step, we randomly selected one percent of original tweets mentioning a political party by keyword or hashtag. This selection excluded retweets. This resulted in a selection of 6,479 tweets. The distribution of these selected tweets across parties is documented in Table 6 . We had two research assistants code these messages by hand on their sentiment towards the mentioned party. We had them differentiate between negative, neutral, and positive sentiment. The results are also documented in Table 6 .
To calculate inter-coder reliability we led both assistants code a random selection of 900 messages. Both agreed on their coding with 714 tweets and disagreed in 186 cases. On this basis we calculated Cohen's Kappa (Cohen, 1960) , resulting in a value of 0.671 indicating substantial agreement between the coders.
2) In a second step, we decided to use an automated content analyses approach to assess the sentiment in all tweets mentioning parties. The automated sentiment analysis of tweets is non-trivial (Gayo-Avello, 2012). Even for English-a language most development in the automated detection of sentiment is focused on-, results of dictionary-based approaches have been shown to provide far from stable results (González-Bailón & Paltoglou, 2015) . This led us to use an approach for the semi-automated content analysis of text corpora by Hopkins & King (2010) . While developed originally for corpora of larger texts than tweets, the approach has been used in a commercial setting for the automated classification of tweets by the firm Crimson Hexagon. The approach has also been used in the past by one research team with apparent success in the classification of political mentions on Twitter (Ceron et al 2014; . Given this, the approach seemed a sensible choice as second assessment of the sentiment in tweets mentioning political parties. To train the algorithm, we used the hand coded data set of tweets described before. The results of the approach are documented in Table 6 . of two sentiment analyses of tweets mentioning politics parties. The first column reports the total number of tweets hand coded for mentions of the respective parties by keywords or hashtags. The following columns report the shares of neutral, positive, and negative mentions for each party. For example, of all hand coded mentions of the CDU/CSU 55.57% were coded as containing neutral sentiment. These results are reported both for the hand coded sample and the automated analysis based on Hopkins and King (2010) . The results reported for the CDU/CSU are based on a separate sample of mentions of either CDU or CSU. They, therefore, do not necessarily match the aggregation of CDU and CSU sentiment. Correlation Polls (lag -2 to lag -4) documents the correlation between opinion polls and each Twitter-based time series with Twitter-based time series of lagged by two, three or four days, respectively. Correlation Polls (lag +2 to lag +4) documents the correlation between opinion polls and each Twitter-based time series with opinion polls lagged by two, three or four days, respectively.
Appendix 4: Party shares of various Twitter-based mention metrics

